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Pricing Strategies and Sales

Theories of Pricing and Value. Supply and Demand Model, Mark-up Pricing, Dumping,
Economic Choice, Pricing and Marlcet Orientatioq Market Share, Cost based Pricing,
Customer based Pricing Methods, Competitor based Pricing war. Short-nur and Long-nrn
Pricing, Predicting Future Conditions Forecasting Sales and difference Pricing Policies, Data

Analysis and Sales Forecasting, Survey and Price Analysis, Profit and other Motives for
Pricing.

Recommended Books:

. Jerome McCarthy. Basic Marketing 8th Editioq Prortice Hall.

. Boyd H.W. Marketing Management: Strategic Approach with a Global Orientation. 3rd
Editioru latest edition.

r Evans Burman. Marketing. 4th Edition, McMillan Publishing Co., latest edition.
. R.D. Tousley & Eugene Clark. Principles of Marketing, latest edition.
. Etzel, Walker & Stanton. The Fundamentals of Marketing. 1lth Edition, McGraw Hill (or

latest ed.

o Kardes, Cronley & Cline. (2015). Consumer Behavior. South Western College, (ISBN:
978-1-133-58767-5); older editions are also acceptable.

Code: ECON-407

Title: Institutional Economics

Credit Hours: 03

Prerequisite: Intermediate Microeconomicsr lntermediate Macroeconomics and
Development Economics-I

Objectives:

A course in "Institutional economics" accomplishes a series of courses that constitute the basic

training for economists. Before studying institutional economics students should master not

only the frurdamentals of general economic theory but have knowledge of the historical

courses and humanities as well.

Course Contents

Introduction

The concept of institution: attempts at definition. Institutions and organizations. Functions of
social institutions. lnteraction situations and the types of norrns: prisoners' dilemma-type

situation; co-ordination situation; inequatity situation. Enforcement characteristics.

lnstitutional structure of a society. Formal and informal institutions. Sanctions for'disobeying

nonns (self-enforcing sanctions, guilt, shame, informational sanctions, bilateral costly

sanctions, multilaterai costly sanctions). Conditions of norms' effectiveness. Interaction of
formal and informal institutions. The limits of imitations of institutions from best-performing

countries. The problems of their enforceability. The New lnstitutional Economics and modern

institutionalism. Old institutional economics.

Property rights



Property rigfus in different legal traditions (common law and civil law traditions). The
property rights approach: some basic concepts. Specification of property rights, the bundle of
rights, partitioning of property rights, attenuation of property rights. Assigning of property
rights: the internalization of externalities. The Coase Theorern Critic of Coase (dynamic
effects of alternative legal rules, wealth effect, distributional effects, strategic behavior and the
problem of holding-out, endowment effect, sociological critic, unrealistic assumption about
zero transaction costs). Communal property. Optimal group size. Private properly. Moral and

economic aspects of private property.

Contracts

The definition of a contract. kgal and economic approach to contracts. Freedom of contract.
Bounded rationality and contractual incompleteness. Asymmetric information (hidden
characteristics, hidden information/ hidden action, hidden intentions) and opportunistic
behavior. Adverse selection and the closing of markets. Signalling, screening and self-
selection. Asset plasticity and moral hazard. Principal-agent problem and agency costs. A
simple principle-agent experiment in the classroom. Controlling and preventing moral hazard
(controlling the agent, incentive contracts, bonding, do-it-yourself method).

The new institutional theory of the firm

Neoclassical theory of the firrn Explanations of the firm in the new institutional theory (F.
I(night, R. Coase, A. Alchian and H. Demsetz, O. Williamson, O. Hart). The market and the
firm. Comparative analyses of the altemative coordination forms. Internal market and
influence costs. the boundaries of the firm. Ownership structure of the firm. Separation of
ownership and control in the open corporation.

The new institutional theory of the state:

Social mechanisms for constraining open access. Contractual theories of the state (Locke,
Rousseau), Hobbes predatory theory of the state. North's model of the state. The regulatory
role of the state in the Russian economy.

Recommended Books:

o Elinor Ostrom. Understanding Institutional Diversity. latest Edition, Princeton University
Press.

o Marc Tool. Institutional Economics Theory, Method, Policy. Latest Edition.
. North D. (1990) Institutions, Institutional Change and Economic Performance. Cambridge

University Press.
. Tullock G. Rent-seeking. (1987) ln: The New Palgrave: A Dictionary of Economics. - L.,

Macmillan.

Code: ECON-408

Title: Welfare and Happiness Economics

Credit flours: 03

Objectives:

This module is designed to provide a basic understanding of human development and
capability approach to the postgraduate and undergraduate students of various disciplines of


